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S2018 Senior Salutes
Brett Elkins
Hi my name is Brett Elkins. I am
from LaFollette, TN. After graduation, I will live in Knoxville and go to
TCAT to study collision repair. After
TCAT, I’d like to go to Gallaudet. My
favorite things about TSD was talking
to all my friends and playing basketball after school with friends and staff.
I want to thank James Vaughn, my
cottage supervisor, for being a mentor
and sharing his life experiences with
me so that I can learn how to make
choices and handle myself. Thank you
all so much for helping me. I love you
all and will see you next year at TSD
football and basketball games.
Jonathan Keck
Hi! My name
is Jonathan Keck.
I live in Knoxville, TN. I have
attended
TSD
since
elementary. I have a job
on TSD campus
picking up and
delivering mail. I
enjoy going to the STAR Therapeutic
Horse program every week. My future
plans are to attend the TSD Comprehensive Adult Program (CAP) starting
August 2018. I want to thank Donna
Stinnett, Connie Bucholz-Beahm, Megan Fletcher, Rachel Smith, Ashley
Paul, Shannon Osborne, Trina Ellis,
and Sarah Presby.
Justin Keener
Hello! My name is Justin. I grew up
at TSD and I love my friends Andrew
Patty, Matthew Lanza , Colby Ramirez,
and Brett Elkins! I grew up being deaf.
My dad is hearing but he always signs
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to me every day. I want to thank Daniel Jerrolds for being my homeroom
teacher and Mike Childers for teaching me--he is an awesome math teacher. He
always helps!
I love to work and
have been working at
Indian Creek Market
and Deli for several
years. After I graduate
I want to go straight
to work full time! I
want to thank all of my
teachers for helping me
every day—thank you
all! I will miss TSD!
Hannah Lyon
Hi, my name is Hannah Lyon. I am 19 years
old. I am from Clarksville but now live in Murfreesboro, TN. I was 18
years old when I came to
TSD from public school.
I had many more wonderful memories and
experiences at TSD than
in my public school, like
learning Deaf culture and other things
that I was able to do. I will
never forget what I did at
TSD. I led the Pledge of
Allegiance for opening
ceremony at the new high
school.
When I came to TSD I
was enlightened and happy
to have this kind of moment to be part of the TSD
family--to communicate
better with more understanding about what was
going to happen in the real world. I
was part of Drama club, TOPS club,

and other clubs. I received the “Student
of the Month” award and I received the
Academic Bowl award. I was on the
“A” Honor Roll
and “A/B” Honor
Roll, too.
My great
memories were
when we took
our senior trip to
Six Flags in Georgia and my best
memory
from
that trip was
when I scared
one of my classmates when we were in top of the drop.
It was fun. I am glad I have made great
friends at TSD to make memories with
like Shannon Murray. She is a wonderful best friend. I want to say thank you
to all the teachers and staff tfor letting
me have chances to get know their culture and language.
I want to say thank you to Sharon
Marine for teaching me to how to
handle time management. I want to
thank Mr. Barry Swafford for teaching me about ASL language. Thank
you, Lindsay Cannon for helping me
to understand the structure of the language. I want
to say thank
you to Brents
"B" Dickinson who I
had for my
work-based
learning.
I
had fun with
my friend Angel P. I picked
on her, but I
made the best
of it. I want to thank Daniel Jerrolds
for teaching me about careers. After I
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graduate, I may go to Pellissippi State
Community College for criminal justice to become a police officer.
Rachel Mayfield
My name is Rachel Mayfield. I am
from Huntingdon
to near Jackson in
West Tennessee. I
want to thank all
the teachers who
taught me to do
the right thing.
TSD is like my
second home. I
want thank to
Victoria
Haggarty and Donna
Stinnett who taught me and gave me a
feeling of warmth and joy.
My favorite memories of TSD are
our fun trip, Block Party, Christmas
store, and Pancake and Sausage Day. I
am planning to join STEP in Fall for
work and to earn money. I also want to
learn budgeting.
Shannon Murray
Hi my name is Shannon Murray,
I am 18 years old and I live Clarksville TN, When I
joined TSD I was
a sixth grader. I
played basketball
for two years and
was on the swim
team two years. I
was also a member of Jr. NAD
for three years. I
had good times
with my middle
school teacher,
Camille Benson. She always helped me
catch up my work.
I’ve received ‘Student of the month’
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award. I want to thank some people
who have helped me while I have
been here: Barry Swafford, Michel
Swafford, Mark Battle, Karin Robertson, Jayne Fuller, Jeanne Fair, Jordan
Cooper, Lisa Tackett, and Daniel Jerrolds thanks you help
me lot though my life
I really love TSD. After
I graduate, I will go to
SETP Program for one
year, and go to TRC for
warehouse program.
Chase Owens
Hello my name is
Chase Owen. I am 18
and live in Crossville,
TN. I joined TSD in Kindergarten.
My favorite class is Math
because I like numbers
and I volunteer at Random
Acts of Flowers, where I
help clean the tables. I am
in Special Olympics: track,
bowling, basketball, and
volleyball. I am also in the
Viking Club and learn how
to budget money. I also do
community service.
After
graduation
I will come back for
another program and
keep working. I want
to thank Steve Cason
for helping me learn
how to be responsibile and I want to
thank Angel Pierson
for helping me with
my senior salute and I
want to thank Connie
Bucholz-Beahm for helping me understand how to solve math problems.

Andrew Patty
My name is Andrew Patty. I’m 18
years old. I have been at TSD since I
was 4. My favorite thing to do is always about music. I love music. It is
my everyday thing. I love playing the
guitar! I am always into church songs
but I also love metal music. I hate pop
music. I just love real music.
Growing up at TSD I did have 2
good friends and their names are Justin and Colby! They’ve always been
there for me. My homeroom teacher,
Becky Candino has helped me a lot
though high school years. I wanted to
say thank you for helping me!
The teacher that really helped me
the most over the years is Luke Benson! He was my teacher in fourth and
fifth
grade
and my senior
year. I have always trusted
Luke because
he is always
helping people and he is
always there
for everyone.
He
always
tried his best
to help and this year I’m in a class with
him every day. I will go in and help
whatever he needs help on. I never see
anyone work as hard as he does!
Right now I’m planning to become a
CNA after graduation and then an RN
(nurse) and after 2 or 3 years of college
I’m planning on going to Nashville to
go to music school and start my music
career as being a sound engineer!
And one more thing I want to thank
all my teacher that have taught me!

continues on page 4...
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Angel Pierson
Hey My name is Angel Pierson. I am
19 and I live in Flag Pond,TN. I joined
TSD
in
sixth
grade from public school. Why?
Because I had a
hard time in public school and TSD
was right for me.
My favorite class is
WBL (Work-Based
Learning). It’s my
favorite because
maintenance is fun
to work and I was
working with my
roommate Hannah Lyon and we painted and planted
flowers in front of elementary school.
I really enjoyed working with B. Dickinson and Hannah because I learned
how to have teamwork and good communication.
I played volleyball for 2 years. I enjoy playing volleyball because it is fun
and it was ok to lose. I enjoyed socializing with other
Deaf schools the
most—it
was
very cool. I was
a cheerleader for
2 years. I love to
cheer because I
love to yell and
have spirit and
I enjoy having
cheerleading
competition.
I
am in Vikings
Club this year to be a peer mentor. I
love to go on field trips with them and
I enjoy seeing them laugh and having
fun. I was also in Virtual Vikings. I
enjoyed staying on the weekends and
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having fun on Fridays going on a trip
and then the next day we would have a
competition and it was really fun and
I really enjoyed it
a lot.
I will go
traight to work
after graduation.
I want to work in
a factory or maybe
something
with automotive.
My experience in
the maintenance
department will
help me.
I want
to say thank you to Katherine
for helping me understand geometry and fractions, to Daniel
for helping me to understand
the woodshop and teaching
me about careers, to Mike for
helping me understand physics and Bridge Math, and to
Laura for teaching me new
things.
Shelby Rednour
Hi, my name is
Shelby Rednour. I
am going to college
at Pellissippi State
Community
College for two years
and another college
for two years again
to become a Graphic
Designer. I always
tried to show my best art skills.
I want to say thank you to staff,
teachers, and other people for helping me. I want to say thank you again

to TSD High School for helping me
to understand and learn new skills. I
did improved my English and Reading skills. I hope other student do the
same thing. I will miss you all friends
and teachers.
My favorite memories are hanging
out with friends, having fun, and being funny with them. I hope you have
great future.
Sydney Rednour
My name is Sydney Rednour. My
goals is to become a cosmetologist. I
will go to training school at Douglas J.
Aveda Institute. I
want
to
thank you
for supporting
me
and
teaching
me sign
l ang u a ge
and deaf
culture,
helping
me learn new things, and pushing me
forward to my future. And I want to
thank all of the teachers, staff, and
friends for being there for me.
Jacinda Steakley
Hello, My name is Jacinda Steakley. I
was 5years old when I began TSD, now
I am 18years old. At TSD I was a member of JR.NAD club for 3 years. My favorite was from Work Based Learning
(WBL). I liked the on-the-job training.
When graduation is over will go STEP
progrma & TRC. My future career will
be stocking and driving a forklift.
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Kylan Trice
Hi! My name is Kylan Trice and I’m
from Selmer, Tennessee. After graduation I hope to
attend STEP and
go to college at
Pellissippi State
and major in
social work. I
was recently accepted to their
summer Bridges
program.
My favorite
memories from
my time at TSD
are being a cheerleader and traveling to different states.
I want to thank cottage 314 staff. They
have helped me a lot, especially Carly
Phillips since she has been with me
since my freshman year. I’d also like
to thank Katherine Canfield who has
been my homeroom teacher since my
sophomore year and Karen Simmons
and Victoria Haggerty who have been
my
cheerleading coaches since
sophomore year.
I love everyone
from TSD! I hope
to see you again
next year when I’m
at STEP.
Rodrian Ware
Hello, my name
is Rodrian Ware. I
am from Memphis,
Tennessee. My best
memories of TSD
are from yearbook class. I enjoyed taking different kinds of photos. I took
pictures of students with various emo-
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tions. They inspire me the most because pictures are what keep memories
alive; without them you have nothing.
After
graduation, I will attend
college because I
want to pursue a
path where I can
learn from different experiences and perspectives. One day, I
will see the stars
shining
down
on my success.
I want to leave
you with a word
of advice: don’t judge or you will get
the wrong idea, cooperate with others,
and be kind all the time.
Amaryl Wood
Hi! My name is Amaryl Wood. I
live near Nashville, TN. My favorite
friend is Ray. I love working at Goodwill Industries. I won the Goodwill
Industries "Most
Improved Worker"
award this year. I
recently
attended the Goodwill
Breakfast banquet.
My future plans
are to attend TSD
C ompre h e n s i v e
Adult
Program
(CAP)
August
2018. I want to
thank
Donna
Stinnett, Connie
Bucholz-Beahm,
Megan Fletcher, Rachel Smith, Ashley
Paul, Shannon Osborne, and Sharon
Marine.

Senior Night Social is a special time for
the seniors to celebrate their accomplishment together and enjoy each other’s company with games, food and fun!
Senior Night Social Committee::
MaNeesha Mcllwain, Jo Turner,
Rhachelle Whittington
Photo credit: Rachelle Whittington
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Academic Bowl

Left: Rodrian and Wilma hang out with students from other schools while waiting for their next match.
Center: Cottage staff member, Brian Vogt, assisted with one of the TSD matches.
Right: You can see the lights on the table so when students buzz in the moderator knows who clicked first.
Rusty Sloan and Jesse Saunders, from Gallaudet, assisted with this particular match.
Photo Credit: Camille Benson

written by Mike Childers
The 2018 South Regional Academic
Bowl was hosted by Tennessee School
for the Deaf (TSD) this year. This
marked the first time in many years
that TSD has hosted an Academic
Bowl competition as well as the first
time a group competition was hosted
in the new Alan J. Mealka High School.
Twenty deaf schools and mainstream
schools with deaf programs, including
TSD, made the trek to Knoxville from
around the Southeast. Many visitors

from Gallaudet were on campus to facilitate the festivities which included a
trip to Laser Quest that Friday night.
The competition was fierce. In most
cases, only a handful of points separated the top teams from the bottom.
TSD’s team consisted of: senior Kylan
Trice, senior Rodrian Ware, junior
Wilma Robinson, and Hannah Lyon.
TSD won their first match in tournament play but were unsuccessful in
their second. This put TSD in 13th
place for the weekend. The champions in this year’s South Region was

Model Secondary School for the Deaf
(MSSD).
Maybe more importantly, the participants of the competition were able
to socialize and make friends with
peers from around the south. Some
of these new friends continue to be in
contact with each other to this day. In
addition, TSD showed great hospitality which was appreciated by everyone involved. All in all, it was a very
successful South Regional Academic
Bowl.

SSpray Paint Fun
Staff Greta Sobieski leads the high
school girls cottage 308 in a spray
paint art activity.
Photo credit:
Rhachelle Whittington.
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MMath Counts

Left: DJ Cross, teacher Anni Hollenbeck, Hannah Sheets, Holly Sheets, Cassady Mead, and teacher Mike Childers are
ready to take flight to NTID! Center: Students had the rare opportunity to meet the pilot of our plane.
Right: Group prepares for Spirit Night at Math Counts. Photo Credit: Anni Hollenbeck
by Annie Hollenbeck
TSD sent a team of students and
two coaches to NTID’s annual Math
Counts middle school math competition in Rochester, NY on April 13-15,
2018. Students DJ Cross (8th grade),
Cassady Mead (7th), Hannah Sheets
(7th), and Holly Sheets (7th) along
with coaches Anni Hollenbeck and
Michael Childers (both Upper School
math teachers) for a fun, competitive,
and exhausting weekend. TSD was

just one of 40 teams - all Deaf or Hard
of Hearing - that gathered to show
that math rocks! The students placed
very competitively. Their team rank
was 25th out of 40 teams and their individual ranks ranged from 69 to 101
out of 160 students! The weekend was
very memorable for non-math reasons
as well: first plane rides for 3 of the
students, met the pilot of our plane,
mingling with 160 new friends, a
huge trampoline park, and hours (and

GGoodwill Awards Banquet
by Megan Fletcher
This year, at the Goodwill Awards
Banquet, Amaryl Wood won the award
for the Most Improved Client and received recognition in front of all the attendees. Her parents were able to come
and celebrate this achievement as well!
We are all incredibly proud of her and
of all our students who have gained
valuable life skills through this work
opportunity. We are very proud of our
students demonstrating excellent work
ethics, diligence, and success!
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Amaryl Wood shows off her award!
Congratulations!

hours) spent in the airport due to ice
storm delays. The team finally arrived
back to campus at 3 in the morning,
and after a few days of recuperating,
are making plans for next year’s team.
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Ms. Melissa’s & Ms. April’s Class Are Little Scientists!
M

TSD Upper School science teacher Lisa
Tackett having fun while working with
other instructors on using the robotics
kits. Photo Credit: Mike Childers
by Mike Childers
TSD participated in a Vex Robotics fair at Alabama School for the Deaf
in Talladega, Alabama. Two students
were able to attend: senior Rodrian
Ware and eighth grader DJ Cross.
During the workshop, the students
were able to experience and learn
much about coding, simple wiring, basic construction of robots, and more.
Additionally, every student came away
with a computer valued at $200 for
free. The best part is that the students
actually constructed part of that computer and installed Raspberry Pi as its
operating system. In the process of
learning about coding and designing
robots, the students also constructed
drones, which they flew around campus. Students also had time to socialize
and make friends from others school.
As a school, TSD was given a Vex
Robotics kit valued at $1,000 for free.
Additionally, we were given a free
playing field for practice and/or hosting competitions. We are now ready
and motivated to gather a robotics
team and keep this momentum going.
We expect big things from TSD robotics next year!
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Left: Jada Simpson carefully arranges candy on a plate.
Right: The students observed changes in the candy and in the water.
We compared those observations to our predictions.
Below: The students dictated their responses for our scientific data collection.

At WTSD, finding ways to teach
young children Science can be a bit of
a challenge. Thinking in terms of what
children this age are capable of understanding is sometimes tough! We are
lucky to have such an excited and inquisitive class of 4 and 5 year olds, who

really love a good Science experiment.
Making predictions, observing changes, and discussing results are truly a
wonderful way to enhance language
and problem solving skills. One of our
latest science sxperiments involved
everyone’s favorite- CANDY! In our
experiment, we added water to plates
containing two different types of candy. The children arranged the candy
in a neat circle on each plate. We then
made predictions about what would
happen to the candy after the water
was poured in. As we made our observations, we made comparisons between the changes we saw in the Jelly
Beans and those we saw in the Skittles.
The students were amazed that the
color came off the candy, and made
rainbows in the water! Just for fun,
when we were finished, we did a taste
test to chart our candy preferences. In
our class, there was an equal split, with
3 students preferring Jelly Beans, and 3
preferring Skittles.
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NNon-Newtonian Ooze

Left: The kids were so excited about the experiment!
Right: All of them wanted their chance to touch to Ooze!
written by Melanie Montgomery
West Tennessee School for the Deaf

Items Needed: goggles, cornstarch,
food coloring.

When introducing my Pre-K/Kindergarten class to the states of matter,
I chose to do a unique experiment
with “Non-Newtonian Ooze”. What
is Non-Newtonian Ooze? It can be a
liquid or a solid depending on how it
is manipulated. When it is at rest, it
acts as a liquid, but when it is pushed,
squeezed, or hit, it acts like a solid! My
students were amazed! First, we hit
water with a spoon, and it splashed
everywhere. Of course, the kids loved
making a mess. Afterwards, my class
expected the Ooze to splash like the
water did. So students took turns hitting the Ooze with a spoon, and it did
not budge. They were a little confused
at first, but this ended up being an excellent language experience as well.
It prompted them to ask many questions. If you too would like to try the
experiment, I have listed the ingredients and steps below. I hope your class
enjoys this as much as we did!

1. Put on goggles. Place ¼ cup of
cornstarch into a small bowl. Add
eight drops of food coloring.
2. Slowly add 1/8 cup of water to the
cornstarch.
3. Use a spoon to mix the water and
cornstarch together. If the mix is
too watery, slowly add more cornstarch.
4. When the mixture gets harder to
stir, use your fingers to mix it.
5. Quickly tap your finger on the
ooze. What happens? Slowly dip
your finger into the ooze. What
happens now?
6. Try to lift the ooze out of the bowl.
Does it stay solid or turn into a liquid? Feel your hands after you lift
the ooze. Do they feel wet or dry?
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Warning! DO NOT pour ooze down
the drain when you are finished-the
drain will clog. Put the ooze in a zipclose bag and dispose of it in the trash.

The 20172018 year
was a year
full of experiences
for our students and
staff whether if it was
learning or
Scott Skelton
just
having
Director of Student Life
fun. It is
definitely something everyone will remember for the rest of their lives.
Since the last issue, our students
continued to have various opportunities to experience different things
while at TSD. Some of our elementary students had an opportunity to go
camping in the Smokies, searching for
Bigfoot without much success, but in
the process had a lot of fun. The Cup
of Wisdom (C.O.W.) club had the opportunity to travel to Atlanta to visit
the world famous restaurant “Varsity”,
as well as visit the World of Coca-Cola
museum, where they had the opportunity to taste different versions of Coke
from around the world. The middle
school students went to Main Event
to enjoy various games there as part of
their end of year field trip and everyone is looking forward to that.
Students also had opportunities
to experience prom, open-captioned
movies, activities facilitated by students from Pellissippi State about flowers and plants, sports banquets, end of
year awards, bicycle riding, trips to Pigeon Forge and Gatlinburg, and many
more.
We hope you had a great summer
with your child and we look forward
to having another great year full of rewarding experiences in 2018-19!
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by Victoria Haggerty

A2018 Art Show

The first Art Show in the new Alan
J. Mealka High School was a great
success. This year, the art department
decided to combine grades 6-12 to
expand the show. It was TSD's 14th
annual art show and was held in the
brand new Elaine Alexander Gallery.
Two of our seniors did a wonderful
job presenting the introduction. With
ample space and lighting, a wide variety of artwork was displayed on pedestals, panels and the gallery wall space.
In addition, videos were displayed on
the monitors in the lobby area. We
hope to continue expanding the art
show in the future years.
Best of Show: "Dream Hands", Shelby
Rednour (Pictured Top Right)
1st Place Fine Arts 9-12: "My Journey
of Maturity at TSD", Justin Keener
2nd Place Fine Arts 9-12: "Calming
and Enjoyable", Sydney Rednour
3rd Place Fine Arts 9-12: "The Mountains are Calling", Jalen Harris, Natachu Scruggs, and Tyler Leight (Pictured Middle Right)
1st Place Fine Arts 6-8: "Love is Tough",
Kimberly Rioux
2nd Place Fine Arts 6-8: "Tiger on the
Prey", Hope Sheets
3rd Place Fine Arts 6-8: "PVC Pipe and
Yarn", Hannah Sheets
Digital Media Award: "Untitled", Lalia
Lewers (Pictured Bottom Right)
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PProm Night 2018

by Rodrian Ware
On April 19th, TSD high school
celebrated prom at the Lighthouse in
west Knoxville. The Junior class hosted
and the venue was decorated in blue,
silver, and purple to match the galaxy
theme. The Seniors were thrilled to
make memories for one of their last
events before graduation. Everyone
enjoyed the delicious food and danced
all night with their friends.
Prom King and Queen was awarded
to Matthew Lanza and Sydney Rednour. The seniors were so happy they
won that they all joined them on the
dance floor for their King and Queen
dance.
Although it was a cold night, all
the couples and friends enjoyed taking
pictures outside by the lake. The senior
class would like to thank the Class of
2019 for a wonderful prom and a special thanks to the sponsors Stephen
Candino, Ashley Paul, and Lisa Tackett.

Special Announcement
This is the final
print issue of

The Tennessee Observer.

Top Left: Brett Elkins paused for a quick pic. Top Right: Students enjoyed
capturing the evening on their phones and shared pictures with each other.
Center Left: Wilma Robinson danced her way out of her shoes she was having
so much fun! Center Right: Prom King and Queen Matthew Lanza
and Sydney Rednour. Bottom: Senior class picture at the prom.
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In the future, all issues
will be posted online at:
http://tsdeaf.org
and sent via e-mail.
To sign-up, e-mail:
newsletter@tsdeaf.org.
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The Tennessee School for the Deaf is committed to the principles of equal opportunity, equal access, and affirmative action.
Contact the EE/AA/ADA Cordinator at (865) 594-6022 (Voice/TDD) for further information.
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NNew Assistant Principal

by Rene Skelton
Assistant Principal, STEP Program
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Hi, I am so excited to begin working
at the Tennessee School for the Deaf! I
will be working with the Post-Secondary Transition Program and am looking forward to starting in June!
I am from Morristown, TN but have
spent most of my adult life in other
states. I graduated from the University of Tennessee in Deaf Education but
did not immediately pursue a teaching
career. Initially, I worked with Continental Airlines as a Flight Attendant
and then as a Flight Service Manager. While with Continental I lived in
Texas, Colorado and Wisconsin. I was
lucky enough to travel throughout the
US and can tell you that East Tennessee is one of the most beautiful places
in our country!
After eight years of flying, I was

ready to begin my teaching career and
taught at the Wisconsin School for the
Deaf for six years. The last twenty-one
years I have taught at the North Carolina School for the Deaf. I also have
coached volleyball for many years
and have been the Athletic Director at
NCSD for the past two years. I earned
my Masters in Deaf Education degree
from Western Maryland College.
While working at NCSD, I was fortunate enough to meet a wonderful
man that I now call my husband, Scott
Skelton. Scott and I will celebrate our
17th wedding anniversary this November. I look forward to us once
again being at the same school since
Scott has been the Director of Student
Life here at TSD for the last two years
while I was still at NCSD.
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